Supercharge your engineering team
with data driven decisions
Get intelligence during every phase - Build, Test, Deploy and Monitor

Insights

Automation

LevelOps fits well into any organization, whether the
organization is using Waterfall, Agile, or custom processes
for software development. LevelOps provides six out-of-thebox themes to understand different aspects of the software
development lifecycle. Easy drill-downs and drag and drop
customizations allow engineering leadership to view the data
across multiple dimensions. LevelOps customers can also
leverage the collective industry intelligence to understand how
their KPIs compare to industry benchmarks.

Automating processes play a significant role in unlocking speed
and efficiency. Automating the process of code-to-deployment,
bug triaging, external and internal communication, runbooks,
or security reviews are just some examples of processes that
can be fully or partially automated by LevelOps. LevelOps nocode automation platform lets anyone in the organization build
an automated process in a matter of minutes. Orchestrate the
communication between various teams, create checklists, and
automate processes.

Automate Insights
LevelOps provides visibility across 6 dimensions

Velocity

Hygiene

Quality

Business Alignment

Customer Escalations

Security

How efficiently teams are
delivering new software

Are engineering investments
aligned with business

Is the team following process
guidelines

Is engineering and customer
success working together to drive
customer satisfaction

What is the quality of software
which is getting delivered

Is engineering finding and fixing
security issues

Automate Release Processes
LevelOps playbooks automate mundane processes in your software release by integrating with numerous
SDLC tools. LevelOps playbooks can be triggered manually, periodically, or based on triggers from apps. Start
from one of the 100+ templates or build your custom playbooks from scratch.

Release Checklist

Security Review Process

•

Automate and track release checklists using LevelOps

•

•

Make sure all involved teams are doing what is needed
before a release is shipped

Initiate and track the security review process for new
features with LevelOps

•

Send automated assessments to developers

•

Keep everyone in the loop - Dev, QA, DevOps,
Documentation, Marketing, and others

•

Log and record exceptions

•

Allows a small product security team to help scale to a large
growing base of developers

•

Ship releases with confidence

Conduct Postmortem

Change Management Review

•

Perform automated postmortem as soon as a ticket is closed

•

•

Make sure the RCA is conducted

Track and manage changes to infrastructure, or code by
integrating any app

•

Follow up and send reminders using emails, Slack, or any
tool preferred by your teams

•

Do a “diff” and ask developers or operations why changes
were made

•

Orchestrate and record into any application of choice such
as Jira, etc.

•

Approve or deny changes after review

•

Eliminate unknown changes and drift

INTEGRATIONS

And many more...

Founded by engineering leaders and architects with extensive experience
building large-scale enterprise products securely and efficiently. LevelOps is an industry
first Engineering Success platform to drive velocity, quality and security outcomes by providing
visibility and automation. LevelOps is used by Fortune 500 companies, multinational public companies
and startups to manage their engineering teams effectively.

Learn more about LevelOps at www.levelops.io

